Report on First Day of school.
“Learning is a treasure that will follow it’s owner everywhere”. The silence in the Hanumant
High School campus was shattered with the chirping of happy students as the school gates
opened after the short break. The students were back in school. They were thrilled, excited and
raring to go. They had come back fresh, reenergized, well rested and full of excited stories. A
bright sunny morning, excited and enthusiastic students and cheerful teachers greeted all at
Hanumant High School. Monday, 2nd April, 2018, was indeed a very important day as it marked
the First Day of School. The first day of school sets the precedent for the rest of the year and so
our aim was to conduct a welcome assembly which would have a lasting impression on the
young minds. The assembly commenced with a prayer invoking the blessings of the Almighty in
which the teachers sang a new prayer specially composed for the students welcoming. The lively
start of the day blew fresh energy into the students and teachers. Cheerful and sparkling words
by our Principal Sir Mr. Rajesh Tiwari flew in the assembly to motivate the student and
invigorate their spirits with optimism and dynamism.. Appreciation is better shown than told.
Each student is special and they deserve appreciation for what they are good at. Our school
always stand out from the rest, be it academics, cultural activities or sports. Over the years our
school has produced a number of excellent students in academics who, will in the future take the
reputation of the school to new heights. And what’s the better way to appreciate and congratulate
them than awarding them with certificates of appreciation.Students from grade 1 to 10 were
awarded certificates by our Managing Reprentative Mrs. Radhika Hariyani for scoring more
than 95% and also the students who had 100% attendence in the academic year 2017-18. Our
school not only promotes our students but teachers too. Nearly 60 teachers had participated in
Pravishika Pratham in the Akhil Bhartiya Gandharv Mahavidyalay and they too were awarded
with certificates.The excitement and happiness was evident on the student’s face as they got back
into the school activities and routine for the session..
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